
SUMMARY: WHY 3 TRIALS AGAINST SERALINI DEFAMATORS? (www.seralini.fr). WHAT RELATION TO 

TOXIC SECRETS (www.secretstoxics.fr)? 

On January 17, 2019 Envoyé Spécial (France 2) broadcasted a program in the midst of the glyphosate 

controversy, still visible on YouTube. For this, Elise Lucet and Tristan Walecz rely on the work of Prof. 

SERALINI carried out since 2005 and on the book "The Roundup Affair in the light of the Monsanto 

Papers" (Actes Sud, translated today into American, Spanish and broadcast in South America too, and 

in German), written with Jérôme Douzelet, co-founder of Secrets Toxiques. The journalists evoke the 

American lawsuits against Monsanto where Prof. Seralini was an adviser for the lawyers of the 

patients, and they follow him in California, then they show the tumors of the rats caused by GMOs or 

Roundup alone, that these contain. Prof. Seralini explains that the cancers discovered by the NIH on 

this subject, and the report of the American agency, are linked to petroleum derivatives (PAHs, heavy 

metals) which exist with glyphosate and its undeclared adjuvants in Roundup, or related compounds 

(it will continue to demonstrate that, 2022). Envoyé Spécial, like journalists, the media, health 

agencies, unfortunately concentrate in the show and others, for facilities, especially on glyphosate 

alone, yet 1000 times less toxic. But not the judges, nor the American lawyers, nor even Monsanto 

which will finally be condemned for fraud, like Bayer which bought it will be condemned to pay 10 

billion dollars against 100,000 patients. Pesticide companies have seen the problem, in fact these 

petroleum residues that are still sold in Roundup and even in glyphosate-free herbicides, are 

undeclared, which is illegal. This could tip approvals, and even for many non-long-term evaluated 

pesticides in their entirety, which are in the same situation, such as neonicotinoids. Only the so-

called active ingredients, often decoys, are. For this, Gilles-Eric Seralini and Jérôme Douzelet will 

make meet Me Tumerelle and the American lawyers, then found Secrets Toxiques, also thanks to 

Martin Rieussec and François Veillerette. 

But the purpose of this triple trial is that during the broadcast of the Envoyé Spécial program, the 

Monsanto lobbies will mobilize like never before, and in particular 3 "journalists" (Woessner, 

Lesgourges alias Mac Lesggy and Patrick Cohen) against Envoyé Spécial and especially Prof. Seralini, 

on Twitter and other networks or media. It is historic such a media mobilization according to Envoyé 

Spécial. They spread the same arguments as the communication agencies (SMC) of Monsanto, which 

organized this and quoted Prof. Seralini 56,000 times in his Papers obtained by the American justice: 

he would be “a fraudster, it is indecent of him give the floor again” (and other bird talks that harms 

his career and awareness). This historic mobilization justifies having attacked in defamation these 

lobbies and these people, all conscious or not, in trials which will take place on September 1st, 2023 

from 1:30 p.m. at the Tribunal du 17° in Paris. There have already been 7 similar lawsuits won by 

Prof. Seralini between 2011 and 2017 against others (recounted in the book the Roundup Affair). 

Even if justice then ruled in its favour, defamers continue to cause confusion by preventing all of this 

from being mentioned in the ban on pesticides, because this addition of undeclared oil waste often 

unfortunately remains a very common and misunderstood in particular because of this. *** 


